
ONE YEAR WARRANTY

This electric blanket and control are warranted against defects in material and workmanship
for one year from date of purchase. If the electric blanket fails to operate properly during
this period, return it to TEK TREK PTY LTD, PO BOX 1145, MITCHAM NORTH VIC 3132.
It will be serviced and returned to you at no charge. This warranty gives you specific legal
rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state. Service is available
after 1 year. Costs vary due to extent of repairs needed and return shipping.

NOTE: Most electric blankets returned are OK. See "Trouble Shooting" (Page 4) before
returning the blanket.

Tek Trek P/L does not accept liability for any loss, injury or damage sustained by the
purchaser, any user or any third party which is occasioned as a result of the purchaser, any
user or any third party installing or using a product from or supplied by Tek Trek P/L other
than in the manner for which it was designed or manufactured. Furthermore, Tek Trek P/L will
not be held liable for any claims resulting from non performance of supplied goods. All electric
blankets must be fully opened and unfolded for before use. Failure to follow the supplied
Instructions For Use with each blanket will void warranty.

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS: If the electric blanket is properly protected it should not need to
be washed more often than the mattress it is attached to. If soiled, it can be soaked in mild
detergent and warm water and lightly scrubbed with a brush. Do not put the controller in
water. Rinse thoroughly and hang up to dry. The electric blanket may shrink and should be
stretched out to size as much as possible. Do not machine wash or dry. Do not dry clean as
cleaning fluids may damage insulation. Do not use any cleaning fluids. If damp or wet allow to
air dry only. Dry in a warm place away from sunlight. Store in cool dry place out of sunlight.

DO NOT USE WITH INFANTS, PETS, A HELPLESS PERSON OR ANYONE
INSENSITIVE TO HEAT.

Solely imported and distributed by:

TEK TREK PTY LTD
PO BOX 1145, MITCHAM NORTH VIC 3132

tektrekplc@bigpond.com www.tektrek.com.au
TEL: (03) 9878 0311
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Thank you for purchasing our 12 volt electric blanket. We hope you experience many years of
sleeping comfort every time you are away from the comforts of home.

Enjoy a great night's sleep anywhere you stop or camp. Made of two sheets of fine weave
preshrunk polyester cloth quilted together with bonded polyester fill in between, the closely
quilted seams form tunnels that hold the heating element wires inside for uniform heat
distribution and comfort.

The Automatic Comfort Control thermostat regulates heat based on the setting you select of 1
to 7. It will adjust the heat in your bed for any changes in your caravan, tent, boat or truck
cabin air temperature. The 12 volt Automatic Comfort Control thermostat cycles the warmth
on & off at short intervals. It pulls full rated amperage only when it cycles on. The amount of
time it is cycled on versus off depends on the Comfort Control setting. Most users find setting
the Comfort Control at #3 or #4 as the best setting for both warmth and saving battery power.

Heat soothes and relaxes tired back and legs. Helps you sleep on the coldest of nights at a
temperature setting of your choice. When you need extra warmth just reach over and turn
your Comfort Control to the setting just right for you. Wake up feeling rested and revitalized.
Real relief from arthritis, fibromyalgia, menstrual pain and other body aches and pains.

Our 12 volt electric blanket is held in place by pinning it, stretched out on the mattress,
through tabs that are located along the ends and sides of the blanket. Safety pins are
provided. No more wrestling with an electric blanket that keeps sliding off or bunching up.
ElectroWarmth® is held securely on the mattress under the sheet where it is protected from
soil and wear. Rarely needed but hand washable when necessary. Many units are still being
used even after thirty years of continuous use.

Dries damp bedding, eliminates dampness. ElectroWarmth® puts all the heat inside the bed
where it drives out dampness. Dryness eliminates a cold and clammy feel. Heat is held in, and
the cold out, with a minimum of covering. You don't need to pile on the covers to stay warm
with ElectroWarmth®.

ElectroWarmth® products are made entirely in the USA in Ohio for over 67 years. You get
durable, quality products, backed by direct factory service, if ever needed. When it gets really
cold, no other bed warming product can put so much heat in a bed, so fast.
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IMPORTANT WARNING
Failure to follow these instructions may use dangerous overheating, possible
fire and void your warranty. Install the electric blanket as outlined in the
following instructions.

Fasten all tabs securely to your mattress.

INSTALLATION
1) Locate the Control where it will be in average ambient air temperature. It is a thermostat -

the colder the location, the more heat the blanket generates.
2) Completely unfold the electric blanket to full size and pin all the tabs to the mattress with

the supplied safety pins.
3) DO NOT USE THE ELECTRIC BLANKET

a) Without pinning to the mattress
b) While folded or bunched up
c) As a loose covering
d) Unsecured on or in any form of bedding

as any of these could overheat, scorch the bedding or even cause a fire.
4) Protect the electric blanket with a sheet to keep it clean and make up the bed as usual.

See Trouble Shooting (a) on Page 3.
5) Insert the plug into a 12 volt lighter socket only. Be sure it is pushed in tightly and making

contact. Be careful the cord does not get pinched under a seat or in a door as a
dangerous short circuit could occur.

OPERATION
1) Turn the control to 7 for fastest warm up then turn it back to a temperature setting you
like for comfortable sleeping. It operates at any setting between 1 to 7 for fine heat
adjustment.
2) It is often desirable to preheat the bed while travelling and your battery is charging. With
the bed made, turn the control pointer to 7 for an hour before stopping at night (longer if
bedding is cold and damp). A preheated bed requires less battery power during the night, in
addition to being more comfortable.
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Do not operate with pillows, clothing, folded blankets, baggage or sleeping bags on
the electric blanket as these can trap heat so completely the electric blanket and
mattress can scorch and possibly catch fire if left long enough.
Spread covering materials evenly and check temperature occasionally.
3) Periodically inspect that all tabs are pinned securely on all sides and that the bed
warmer is stretched out to full size.
4) Unplug when not being used to be sure it is not left on accidentally.
The electric blanket will operate either side up. It is usually installed label side down, which
is the wired side. This puts the padded side up for longer wear and comfort.
TROUBLE SHOOTING
All of our electric blankets are rigorously tested before they leave the factory. If your electric
blanket does not seem to be heating it is usually one of the following -
a) Unless the electric blanket is covered with a comforter, doona or a couple of
opened blankets, heat escapes rapidly and it is difficult to feel any heat from the
blanket. With the electric blanket installed cover it with a flat or fitted sheet if possible
and set the control to 7 allowing a good 30-45 minutes to warm the bed. It takes time to
heat a cold bed and it may not seem to be heating to start with.
b) Another cause of trouble is the lighter plug not making good connection in the socket. With
the plug pushed firmly in, rock and twist plug a little to be certain it is making contact. If you
have tried this, make sure you are getting power to your outlet. Test the outlet with another
appliance. If the plug gets hot, this indicates a bad connection. Be sure the socket is clean
and free of corrosion, and that the plug fits snuggly and is pushed in firmly.
c) Check the lighter plug and socket fuse. Most lighter sockets are fused and some operate
only when the vehicle ignition is on.
d) Be sure to check the above items before returning the electric blanket to Tek Trek Pty Ltd.
When returning please state the nature of the defect and enclose a copy of the original sales
invoice for warranty claims.

SPECIFICATIONS
Current Draw @ 12VDC 6.2 amps initial start up @ #7 setting

3.1 amps approx @ #4 setting

Size: 91cm x 152cm (36” x 60”)

Material: White polyester & cotton approx.12mm thick

Cable Length: 2.1m
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